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On the Existence of Best Analytic Approximations 
A large class of harmonic functions on the closed unit disk have unique 
best uniform analytic approximations to them [3]. In this paper we show that 
best analytic approximations to harmonic functions do not always exist by 
constructing a counterexample from a familiar one concerning the conjugate 
function problem. Our method is based on what is now a standard approach 
to extremal problems in 17” spaces. 
2. THL II” (‘MI: 
The following pair of theorems have proved to be fundamental to many 
extremal problems, e.g., in [I] and [2]. Let X be a normed linear space with 
subspace M. Let MI denote the annihilator of A4 in X* the dual of A’. 
For g in L/‘(T), I -< /, -C rx and T ~2 the unit circle, the problem 
inffEH1, 11 g -,fl i, has a unique minimal solutionfin Hi’. The existence follows 
from Theorem 2 with X* = L” and M-’ .~ HIi while the uniqueness follows 
from Theorem 1 and the representation of L in ML where X := L” and 
A4 = H” [2, Theorem 8.1, p. 1321. 
Let D be the closed unit disk, T := 2D, and A be the set of functions 
analytic in D and continuous on T so that A is a subspace of C(T), the 
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continuous functions on T. Since A- : Hol, a subspace of L1(T) and 
(H,;) ‘- = H”, a subspace of L”(T), Theorems 1 and 2 imply the following. 
(See [2], p. 132.) 
THEOREM 3. For ecery g in L”(T) a best approximation f’,fiom I-I= exists, 
and ij’g is continuous ,f is ut7ique. 
For many g in C(T) the unique best H’ approximation is also continuous, 
i.e., in A. (See [3].) To SIIOW that this is not always true we will need the 
following comparison between uniform approximation in C(T) and L” 
approximation in Ln( 7‘). 
inf i :: ---. / fC A 
,.$ ~ s ~ f’ “ 
In other words, the distance from g to A in the uniform norm is equal to 
the distance of g to H7- in L’. Since A C H’ the left side is larger than the 
right side. However, since A H,,’ C (Hi): in (L”)“, Theorem 1 shows 
that the left side is less than the right side. Hence equality must hold. 
3. THli CONI-IKUOUS CASE 
THEOREM 5. There exist harmonic ,functiotu ftir which best analytic 
appro.ximations in the unifbrm norm do not exist. 
Consider the function F(I) ~- x:,” (~~-i?‘~u log n). On T, 
The behavior of u(8) and v(0) is well known [4]. z/(e) is continuous on T and 
c(0) is continuous on T - {I}, but as 0 approaches 0, 1 u(@ approaches co. 
In other words, Re(F(z)) E C(T) but F(z) is not in A. Let 
for 8 -5 0 and let g(1) 0. Then g(e’“) is continuous on T since emi“ is 
bounded for B f 0 and (P-‘” - e-l’) is continuous on T and approaches 
0 as 0 approaches 0. We will show that g does not have a best uniform 
approximation from A. 
Let g be extended harmonically to all of D. Equation (1) shows that 
inf,,,I, ;I g -,fil,, .: I since e-I; == e&‘f+iY) is in H”. 
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On the other hand, the measure e’ e z0 f’+iz’(df?/2~) on T annihilates H”. Let 
01 = (1/2n) j”: eU d0. Then L( ) = (1/27rol) J-F ( ) ez8eUi iU d19 annihilates H”, 
has norm 1, and L(g) = 1. Therefore infitHm i~ g -- j’ ~7. ; : I by Theorem 1. 
Consequently e-F : = e-(U~12~) is the unique best H” approximation to g by 
Theorem 3. Hence by Theorem 4 no best uniform approximation to g from A 
exists since epcrc 1j I) is not in A. 
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